
ELEVATOR PITCH: 
The new AMG® UH-1® Gen II picks up where the Gen I left off, now with a dedicated night-vision button providing quick access to 4 NV 
settings, with immediate recall to your last daylight setting. With the UH-1® Gen II, you get an improved sight picture through the enlarged 
viewing window, making target acquisition even faster, and easy battery changes with the toolless battery cover, plus a lighter load at just 
11 ounces.

WHY DID WE MAKE THIS RED DOT?  
Our customers have been asking for a night-vision compatible AMG® UH-1®, and we’re committed to meeting Vortex Nation®’s needs, 
especially when it comes to military and law enforcement shooters. We took the opportunity when developing the Gen II to update the 
industrial design, implement a truly toolless battery cover, and provide a larger viewing window. 

WHAT IS NEW TO THIS OPTIC?   
It’s faster, and ready to roll no matter the time of day. We added night-vision compatibility with 4 NV settings and a dedicated NV button, 
reduced the overall weight, enlarged the viewing window, and added a new, toolless battery cover. 

HOW DOES THIS OPTIC STAND UP AGAINST COMPETITIVE MODELS?
This is an extremely competitive product in the holographic sight market! It offers excellent durability, a large viewing window, and a solid 
quick-release mount, plus our VIP warranty!

WHAT ARE THE TOP USES FOR THIS PRODUCT?
Military and Law Enforcement.

HOW DOES THIS UNIT COMPARE TO THE OTHER VORTEX® MODELS? 
The AMG® UH-1® Gen II falls in our red dot line, but is a holographic sight. From the FHQ™ technology for virtually no forward signature, to 
the quick-release mount, to the large field of view and the insanely fast EBR-CQB reticle, the AMG® UH-1® Gen II is in a class all its own. 

WHAT ARE THE MAIN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THIS MODEL AND THE OTHER MODELS?
Compared to other Vortex® models: The AMG® UH-1® Gen II  is a holographic sight, features FHQ™ technology, an EBR-CQB reticle, and 
integrated quick-disconnect mount.

Compared to UH-1® Gen I: Start with night vision compatibility and 4 NV settings with a dedicated NV button. Reduce the overall weight and 
add in the toolless battery cover and enlarged viewing window, and you get a faster, lighter optic.

WHERE IS THIS UNIT MADE?
United States with UK Reticle.
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